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1. Introduction

If ever actions for damages do become a vital mechanism of competition law enforcement in the Community, national courts will frequently be required to scrutinize damages claims and judge whether such claims are based on sound analysis and aligned with existing competition policy. Consequently, important questions must be addressed and resolved in a homogenous way in order to maintain a level playing field.1 An example of present interest is the contradictory judgments in the German lower courts regarding the plaintiffs' need to prove that they belong to a group of persons whose protection is a purpose of the provision of competition law that has been infringed (the “protective purpose” requirement).2

The aim of this article is to draw specific attention to the anticipated “passing-on” problem. The passing-on defence is used by an antitrust defendant to argue that the claimant did not suffer loss on the grounds that he passed on the illegal overcharge to the next purchaser. Correspondingly, the question of whether the alleged violator’s indirect purchasers should be able to take legal action against him on the basis of the fraction of harm passed through to them is called offensive use of passing-on (or the indirect purchaser’s rule). These questions
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2 The judgements of the District Courts of Mannheim and Mainz (LG Mannheim Az. 7 O 326/02; LG Mainz, Az. 12 HK.O 55/02) are not compatible with the judgement of the District Court of Dortmund (LG Dortmund, Az. 13 O 55/02). The judgement of the Karlsruhe Higher Regional Court, which is a decision on appeal against the judgement of the LG Mannheim, let the question open (OLG Karlsruhe, Az. 6 U 183/03).
deserve a large amount of consideration and debate due to their major policy implication on antitrust enforcement in general.

In this article the issues mentioned above are approached by an attempt to perceive the EC antitrust damages remedy in an economic context. By presenting and discussing in-depth the so-called optimal deterrence model - a well known and in the US heavily debated economic analysis of antitrust enforcement - an appropriate foundation for how to perceive and apply the antitrust damages remedy will be put forward. Subsequently, in the light of the optimal deterrence model, the legal questions connected with economics of passing-on will be considered.

The reasoning in this article is subject to the following assumptions. For simplicity, damages claims are assumed to have been filed independently of and prior to public enforcement investigations. Thus the potential amounts of administrative fines are not taken into consideration in the analysis. Further, cases for damages can be brought for several offences. This article is mainly concerned with overcharging by cartels/monopolists.

1.1 Current State of the Debate

It is widely acknowledged that the use of Articles 81 and 82 EC in private litigation as a basis for claiming damages has been extremely rare in the Community. However, while some gladly anticipate the floodgates of antitrust damages actions to be opened as a result of the

---

3 As to how accurate this assumption corresponds to the real world, today and in the future, see infra, accompanying text to note 14 and further.
4 The impact of potential administrative fines on the analysis of efficient private enforcement could be studied and dealt with through the concept of “decoupling” as developed by e.g. Schwartz and Polinsky (see W.F. SCHWARTZ, Private Enforcement of Antitrust Laws: An Economic Critique, American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research, 1981; A.M. POLINSKY, “Detrebling versus Decoupling Antitrust Damages: Lessons from the Theory of Enforcement” (1986) 74 Geo. L.J. 1231).
5 The 2004 comparative report, Study on the conditions of claims for damages in case of infringement of EC competition rules, which was ordered by the Commission and produced by Ashurst, identified only eight successful damages awards for breach of EC competition law since the inauguration of the EC antitrust enforcement system in 1962. As to awards under national competition law, the report found a similar limited number of successful actions, namely sixteen awards on the basis of national law and four awards on the basis of both national and EC competition law. The report is published on the website of Competition DG, http://www.europa.eu.int/comm/competition/antitrust/others/private_enforcement/comparative_report_clean_en.pdf.
Courage judgement in combination with the reform brought about by Regulation No. 1/2003, others believe that the antitrust damages remedy is neither necessary nor desirable in the Community. Furthermore, concerns have been expressed as to whether the Courage judgement and Regulation No. 1/2003 are sufficient to bring about a major change and remedy the current meagre situation of private enforcement in the Member States.

While the ECJ, through the Courage judgement, cut the Gordian knot as to whether or not damages were available under EC competition law, the Prodi Commission made clear by its statements and undertaken activities that it was a strong supporter of increased damages actions. Commissioner Monti was actually preparing to launch a Green Paper in which potential ways of overcoming the obstacles to private enforcement would have been proposed. Whether some sort of Community remedy legislation will come into being during the next few years is uncertain today and depends of course on the priorities and views of the new Commissioner. Nevertheless, the total underdevelopment of actions for damages for breach of EC competition law cannot be disregarded and the question of how to facilitate

9 See W.P.J. WILS, “Should Private Antitrust Enforcement Be Encouraged in Europe?”, (2003) 26 W.Comp.3, 473, pp.480-486, where he, assuming that the goal of antitrust enforcement is to ensure that the antitrust prohibitions are not violated, argues that public enforcement is inherently superior to private enforcement and that damages can’t even fulfill a supplementary role for the purpose of the deterrence objective. See further F.G. JACOBS, “Enforcement of EEC Antitrust Law”, (1984) 82 Mich.L.Rev.1364, where, then Professor, now Advocate General, Jacobs listed several objections to the practice of national courts taking final decisions in damages actions based on EC antitrust rules. Two decades later however, in subsection 104 of his Opinion of 22 May 2003 in Joined Cases C-264/01, C-306/01, C-354/01 and C-355/01, AOK-Bundesverband v. Ichthyol-Gesellschaft Cordes, not yet reported, AG Jacobs expresses the view that if a violation of Article 81 EC is shown, both damages and injunctive relief will as a matter of Community law be available to anyone suffering loss as a consequence of such infringement, subject to such national procedural rules as are compatible with the principles of equivalence and effectiveness.
damages actions will continue to constitute a discussion topic in the immediate future of EC competition policy. In this respect, it is worth mentioning that commentators have pointed out evidentiary difficulties in the Member States as one of the main reasons for the striking difference with the situation in the United States (US), where damages actions account for approximately 90% of the total antitrust enforcement. The incentives to litigate would undoubtedly increase if so-called discovery procedures, where a party to a procedure is entitled to require the opposing party to disclose all relevant documents in its possession, were available. Contrary to the US where private plaintiffs benefit from liberal discovery rules, such liberal rules do not exist in the Member States - with the exception of Cyprus, Ireland and the United Kingdom. Improvement of such investigation methods in the Member States’ laws of procedure would make it more likely that harmed parties would bring competition suits on their own initiative. It is submitted that the introduction of discovery-like proceedings would entail a shift in the nature of damages actions, from the current piggybacking on prior proceedings of public authorities to a more independent and dynamic remedy, which actually increases detection and brings new and undiscovered offences to light.

2. Rationale for Antitrust Damages

The purpose of this section is to contemplate the damages remedy in an economic context. The first subsection surveys the background and possible objectives of antitrust damages. In the succeeding subsections the optimal deterrence-model is presented and discussed.

2.1 Background and Possible Objectives

The harm that restriction of competition imposes on society is usually illustrated by comparing the outcome of a monopoly market with the outcome of a competitive market. In

---

13 That outcome of that debate depends however on the ultimate objective that one chooses to attribute to private enforcement and damages actions. See infra, accompanying text to note 18 and further.
15 Study on the conditions of claims for damages in case of infringement of EC competition rules, supra note 5, p.61. The Swedish legislator is contemplating the introduction of a similar procedure (bevisundersökning), see Statens Offentliga Utredningar 2004:10, pp.103-125.
16 But cf., WILS supra note 9, at p.480, who believes that an “American-style discovery would probably be undesirable because of its high cost and the risk of discovery being abused to obtain competitors’ business secrets” [footnote omitted].
a monopoly resources are misallocated, income is redistributed from consumers to producers and aggregate economic welfare is reduced. A purely economic analysis, to which the author of this article subscribes, considers competition law as concerned with protecting and enhancing economic efficiency and maximizing overall social wealth. Accordingly, the economic rationale for prohibiting overcharging by cartels/monopolists is not that they charge too high price or that they redistribute income, but that they restrict output, causing a loss to consumers without an offsetting gain to producers.

As to antitrust enforcement, two possible objectives can be identified: deterrence and/or corrective justice.\textsuperscript{18} Through deterrence, i.e. by creating a credible threat of detection and sanctions the aim is to ensure that the antitrust prohibitions are not violated and that the anticompetitive effects which are meant to be avoided are indeed avoided. Another possible goal of enforcement is the pursuit of “justice” through punishment and compensation. Once an antitrust violation has taken place, the idea is to punish the infringer and, if possible, make him compensate those who have innocently suffered the economic consequences of his violation. Insofar as private enforcement is concerned, these two components are intertwined and the question as to which of these objectives should prevail over the other has been and will continue to be subject to academic debate.\textsuperscript{19}

It is submitted that in the context of the EC antitrust damages remedy, deterrence is the ultimate objective and that compensation is of secondary importance, although indispensable as a complement to the deterrence objective.\textsuperscript{20} This view is based on the fundamental objective of EC competition law\textsuperscript{21} and the reasoning of the ECJ in \textit{Courage}\textsuperscript{22}. The view is further supported by various Commission policy statements.\textsuperscript{23} Although the statements

\textsuperscript{18} Cf. JONES, \textit{supra} note 6, p.16, who also mentions restoration of competition.


\textsuperscript{21} According to Article 3.1.g EC the Community’s activity shall include the institution of a system ensuring that competition in the internal market is not distorted.

\textsuperscript{22} \textit{Courage} v. \textit{Crehan}, \textit{supra} note 7 at §§ 26-27. But cf. JONES, \textit{supra} note 6, p.17.

\textsuperscript{23} See e.g. following speeches by former Commissioner Monti “Private litigation as a key complement to public enforcement of competition rules and the first conclusions on the implementation of the new Merger Regulation”, delivered in Fiesole, 17 September 2004, pp.2-3; “International Antitrust – A Personal Perspective”, delivered in New York, 7 October 2004, p.3; MONTI, \textit{supra} note 12, p.9. All available on DG Competition’s website. See further e.g. Thirteenth Report on Competition Policy, 1984, p.136; White Paper on Modernisation, \textit{supra} note 5.
normally include both objectives, without explicitly giving priority to one over the other, they are illustrative of the Commission’s eagerness to be relieved of some of the burden of antitrust enforcement without lowering (and maybe even increasing) the probability of detection. In the Notice on complaints the Commission declares:

“The fact that a complainant can secure the protection of his rights by an action before a national court, is an important element that the Commission may take into account in its examination of the Community interest for investigating a complaint”\textsuperscript{24}

The compensation objective is a tool to increase private parties’ motivation to be vigilant and monitor other actors’ anti-competitive behaviour on the market. By having economic incentives to take action the claimants should induce potential infringers to refrain from illegal behaviour. Thus, compensation functions as a first-step or short-term objective, serving the long-term and ultimate goal of antitrust enforcement: deterrence. Consequently, even if the day-to-day work of applying and implementing antitrust damages involves much “compensation”, it is deterrence that shall be borne in mind when the law is construed and policy choices are to be made.

\subsection*{2.2 Economic Theory of Enforcement}

The optimal deterrence model (OD-model), assuming that enhancing economic efficiency ought to be the exclusive goal of antitrust enforcement, springs from Becker’s economic approach to property crime.\textsuperscript{25} Nobel Prize laureate Becker claims that criminals act in their own interest as best they can given their knowledge of the likelihood of apprehension and conviction, and the severity of punishment. Becker argues that since criminals act “rationally”, the aim of legal sanctions shall be deterrence. Because few criminal laws are self-enforcing, they require expenditures on conviction and punishment to deter violators. In Becker’s opinion, the ideal sanction would make illegal conduct unprofitable whenever condemning the conduct would cost less than allowing the conduct to continue. Stated differently, only economically inefficient violations shall be deterred. Consequently, Becker concludes that even if enforcement costs are zero, it is still not desirable to deter all violations because some offences – where the gain to the offender exceeds the harm to the victim – are efficient.

\textit{passim;} Notice on the handling of complaints by the Commission under Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty, [2004] OJ C101/5, sections I-III.
\textsuperscript{24} Notice on the handling of complaints, \textit{supra} note 23, §17 (footnote omitted).
2.2.1 Optimal Deterrence Model

Becker’s utilitarian concept of punishment (deterrence of inefficient offences as the main goal of legal sanctions) has had an influential impact on studies of enforcement of all kinds of laws. With reference to Becker’s work, Landes put forward the OD-model in 1983. The OD-model determines the adequate amount of antitrust damages by comparing the allocative inefficiency (dead-weight loss) of a conduct with its productive efficiency (cost savings). A simple graph illustrates the concepts (see FIGURE 1). Assume that industry marginal cost, \( MC_0 \), is equal to the supply curve under competition; the competitive output and price is then \( Q_0 \) and \( P_0 \).

FIGURE 1 – Market Power, Allocative Inefficiency and Wealth Transfer

Assume further that a cartel/monopolist with marginal revenue \( MR \) would reduce output to \( Q_1 \) (where MR, intersects with marginal cost, \( MC_0 \)) and raise price to \( P_1 \). Assume that the conduct would impose a total dead-weight loss of 10€ (5€ for triangle B and 5€ for triangle C) and an aggregate overcharge of 11€ (rectangle A). The dead-weight loss B is borne by consumers and represents resources that are lost because they are denied to consumers but do not show up as gains to the cartel/monopolist either. The dead-weight loss C is borne by the cartel/monopolist and represents the additional profit the cartel/monopolist would have earned by selling \( Q_0 - Q_1 \) at price \( P_0 \). The overcharge A is also borne by the consumers and represents transfer of wealth from them to the cartel/monopolist. The net harm to consumers is thus 16€ (area A+B).

In our example a damage award of 10€ (equal to the social cost) would obviously be too low to deter, since the cartel/monopolist would still make a net profit of 1€. The OD-model’s rule for determining the optimal damage award is that *damages shall equal the net harm to persons other than the violator*. The net harm to everyone but the violator is, in this case of monopoly pricing, the above mentioned 16€ (triangle C is not included since it is harm to the violator).

Damages of 100€ would certainly deter as well, but that would not yield a beneficial outcome for society according to the OD-model. In line with Becker’s theory, the OD-model argues that the purpose of sanctions is to deter inefficient offences, not efficient ones. Consequently, the OD-model takes into account potential cost savings of the cartel’s/monopolist’s conduct. To illustrate (see FIGURE 2): Assume that by forming a cartel the members reduce their production cost function from $MC_0$ to $MC_1$.

![FIGURE 2 – Market Power, Allocative Inefficiency and Productive Efficiency](image)

The production cost savings are represented by the rectangular D. If D is greater than B, say D is 6€ when B is 5€, then the cartel’s offence is efficient according to the OD-model because the cost savings are greater than the dead-weight loss (society gains 1€). Since the total gain of the cartel would be 17€, a verdict greater than 17€ would deter its formation, and the outcome would be inefficient (over-deterrence), deterring a socially beneficial cartel.

---

27 Ibid., p.656.
28 Ibid., p.655.
29 Ibid., p.654.
2.3 The Critique of Optimal Deterrence Model

Hovenkamp criticizes the OD-model for ignoring the harms imposed on the offender’s competitors. He rejects the idea of basing the amount of damage award on the difference between allocative inefficiencies and productive efficiencies. He argues that the concept of “social cost” of monopoly should be wider than the one used by the OD-model.

2.3.1 Calls to Widen the Concept of Social Costs

Hovenkamp claims that monopoly gives rise to three elements of social costs. In addition to the conventional dead-weight loss under the demand curve, the “wealth transfer” from consumers to producers might also be considered as a social cost. From Hovenkamp’s perspective, the overcharges do not represent wealth transfer, but are to be considered as wasted resources. According to Hovenkamp and others, the area A in FIGURE 1 and FIGURE 2 represents a welfare cost since it approximates the costs of rent-seeking (money inefficiently spent on retaining or attaining a monopoly position) that the monopolist or aspiring monopolist incurs.

It is submitted that even if the costs of rent-seeking were to be included in the notion of social costs, that would not have any impact on the application of the OD-model. Recall that under the OD-model it is irrelevant how cartel members or monopolists spend their profits, since the optimal damage award equals net harm to the community excluding the violator. Whether the violator spends the transferred wealth on rent-seeking or not does not affect the estimation of the optimal damage. In other words, irrespective of whether the overcharge is considered as wealth transfer or social cost, the OD-model will not take it into account when determining the optimal damage award.

More importantly for the OD-model debate, Hovenkamp identifies a true potential failing of the OD-model. He contends that the OD-model ignores inefficient costs imposed on the

32 Ibid, p.16.
34 HOVENKAMP, supra note 30, p.16.
offender’s competitors during exclusionary practices. \textsuperscript{35} The competitors’ lost profits and investments are not transferred to the monopolist or cartel as monopoly overcharges are. Accordingly, these losses are, as Hovenkamp defines them, not clearly related to any of the cost or revenue functions included in a demand curve. \textsuperscript{36} Hovenkamp gives an extreme example to illustrate his theory that rent-seeking practices by a monopolist/aspiring monopolist are liable to impose other social costs than the traditional dead-weight loss:

“[S]uppose that the world market contains two aircraft manufacturers, each of which owns a single plant. The chief executive officer of one of the firms creates a monopoly by visiting the other firm’s plant one night with a can of gasoline and a match, and burning it down. In this case [the traditional dead-weight loss] is indeterminate; [the social cost of rent-seeking] is the cost of the match, the gasoline, the opportunity cost of the CEO’s time, and the risk and expected consequences of getting caught. At the very least, [additional social cost of the exclusionary practice] is the cost of the destroyed plant, inventory, and perhaps goodwill, of retraining employees whose jobs have been lost, and of reliance interests lost by broken contracts\textsuperscript{37}.”

Hovenkamp concludes that the OD-model, by focusing on allocative inefficiency and productive efficiency, does not deter offences where competitors are forced out of the market. In such cases, investments made by competitors in for example advertisement, specialized plants, research and development etc. will become wasted resources.\textsuperscript{38} To illustrate: assume that the traditional dead-weight loss of a conduct is 20€, the overcharge is 40€ and the cost savings are 25€. The OD-model would set the damage award to 60€ (40+20). The offence will then go on since the firm will make a net profit of at least 5€ (40+25-60). If the conduct in addition forces a competitor to exit the market, resulting in his investments worth 7€ being wasted, then the offence is, according to Hovenkamp, inefficient for society and the OD-model will fail to deter it.

### 2.4 Development of the Optimal Deterrence Model

The OD-model has been defended and developed by Page in his two articles \textit{The Scope of Liability for Antitrust Violations} and \textit{Optimal Antitrust Penalties and Competitors’ Injury}.\textsuperscript{39}

\textsuperscript{35} Ibid. pp.17-20.
\textsuperscript{36} Ibid, p.18.
\textsuperscript{37} Ibid. p.18 (footnote omitted).
\textsuperscript{38} Ibid, p.20.
Page rebuffs Hovenkamp’s criticism by stressing that welfare losses or social costs of antitrust violations have a *causal link* to the output restriction.

### 2.4.1 Social Costs and Restriction of Output

Page points out that while the traditional dead-weight loss under the demand curve has a demonstrable causal link to monopolistic output restriction, competitors’ lost of investments lack such verifiable causality, even when a cartel/monopolist through predatory campaign forces competitors out of the market and then sets a pure monopoly price.\(^{40}\) Page gives the example of social costs (in addition to the traditional dead-weigh) resulting from output restriction, by considering the model of pricing by a cartel that has a dominant market share but nonetheless shares the market with a non-conspirator (“fringe firm”) who has higher marginal cost than the cartel members.\(^{41}\) In such a market, the less efficient fringe firm is a price taker and adjusts (increases) its output to meet the price set by the cartel (so-called umbrella pricing). Accordingly, the cartel’s output restriction causes increased production from the less efficient infringe firm, which, consequently, leads to increased production costs. This productive inefficiency is a social cost according to Page, because it is has a causal link to the output restriction of the cartel.\(^{42}\) Yet, Page emphasizes, this productive inefficiency (competitor’s increased costs) can not be considered as compensable losses for the competitor since he does not incur any actual harm.\(^{43}\) The costs are in reality totally covered by the overcharges paid by consumers due to the umbrella pricing.

### 2.4.2 Social Costs and Exclusion of Competitors

Page admits that if the cartel members successfully force the fringe firm out of the market, the dead-weight loss of the pure monopoly will be greater than the sum of the dead-weight loss and the productive inefficiency associated with umbrella pricing.\(^{44}\) In addition, the exclusion results in loss of the excluded firm’s revenues. However, these lost revenues, which are transferred to the cartel, are not an additional social cost of the exclusion. Page explains:

“...The fringe firm loses the stream of rents it would have garnered from pricing under the dominant firm’s umbrella. But its fixed costs have already been incurred; they are bygones, not an additional

---

\(^{40}\) PAGE, "Optimal Antitrust Penalties and Competitors’ Injury", *supra* note 39, p.2154.  
\(^{41}\) Ibid., pp.2155-2156.  
\(^{44}\) Ibid., p.2156.
The welfare loss of the exclusion is thus the lost value associated with the units of output that the fringe firm would have produced, minus the savings in production costs.

The losses that an ongoing predatory pricing campaign imposes on a fringe firm are, Page states, the result of reduced revenues and not increased production costs. These losses constitute wealth transferred to the consumers. The only social cost associated with predatory pricing during the predatory campaign itself is, according to Page, the increase in production beyond the level at which consumers are willing to pay the marginal cost of producing the good. That cost is however entirely borne by the predator, who is the one producing the marginal units.

Even when the predatory campaign aims at raising a competitor’s costs, Page teaches us to make a distinction between social costs and the competitor’s harms. Presuming that a cartel or a dominant firm is able to increase its competitor’s marginal cost (e.g. by denying access to economy of scale), the victim’s output will decline and consequently so will the overall market output. The welfare loss is the lost value associated with the units of output that would have been produced but the predatory campaign. As to the competitor’s increased cost per unit (productive inefficiency), Page claims that this social costs will roughly be offset by the competitor’s cost savings from reducing its output. Page concludes therefore that the effect of raising competitor’s costs is damaging not because of its effect on the costs but because of the effect of the reduction in the competitor’s supply elasticity on the predator’s monopoly power.

2.4.3 Proxies for Social Costs

Although having established that competitors’ losses are not to be considered as welfare losses, Pages states that those costs should nevertheless in some instances be compensable as antitrust damages. Not because competitor’s costs represent social costs in themselves, but

---

46 Ibid., p.2158.
47 Ibid., p.2158.
48 Ibid., pp.2158-2160.
49 Ibid., pp.2158-2160.
50 Ibid., p.2160 n.33.
51 Ibid., p.2160.
because they can be substitutes to the demonstrable costs of monopoly. 51 To determine whether competitor’s losses are to be compensated, Page uses the concept of proportional variety - whether the kind of harm alleged varies in proportion to the inefficiency associated with the practice. The concept of proportional variety is however not limited to determining compensable harms of competitors, but is used to determine compensability of any alleged harm regardless the victims’ position in the production chain. For instance, since the harm that a monopolistic overcharge imposes on consumers is proportional to the allocative inefficiency of the offence (both are created by the same output restriction), the harm is compensable under the OD-model, even though it constitutes a wealth transfer and not a social cost.

In a market where a cartel controls less than the entire market, fringe firms will increase their output until their marginal cost equals the cartel price. Consequently, their consumers will also pay an overcharge (umbrella pricing). According to Page, it is the same output restriction allowing the cartel to set the dominant firm price that also allows the fringe to set its price at the same level. 52 Thus, the overcharges paid by the fringes’ consumers are causally related to the allocative inefficiency associated with the cartel and are therefore compensable. Consequently, under the OD-model, also the fringe’s consumers have right to claim damages from the cartel/monopolist.

As to competitors, the OD-model recognizes, under the concept of proportional variety, their right to be compensated for exclusionary practices. 53 If a fringe firm is excluded from a market, the restriction of output in that market will correspond directly to the elimination of the fringe firm’s output. The expected returns to the fringe firm on those units of production should therefore, according to the OD-model, be compensable. 54 Not because the harms to the competitor constitute social costs, but because they are causally linked to the monopolistic output restriction, and therefore serve as a reasonable proxy for the welfare loss associated with the output restriction. The same reasoning is applied to predatory strategies that raise the competitors’ costs. 55 Since the total market output is reduced due to the reduction of a fringe’s output, the expected profits on lost fringe sales should be compensable.

---

52 Ibid., pp.1466-1467.
53 Ibid., p.1473.
2.5 Conclusions Regarding Optimal Deterrence Model

The OD-model claims, in line with Becker’s economic theory of enforcement, that antitrust law should be about safeguarding overall social welfare. Furthermore, the OD-model measures the overall social welfare in allocative and productive efficiency. These two variables must sometimes be traded off against each other. The OD-model aims to maximize social welfare by making monopoly-creating conduct unprofitable only if allocative efficiency losses exceed productive efficiency gains. Critics have been concerned with the OD-model’s notion of social costs and its consequences regarding compensation to those who have suffered from exclusionary practices. The advocates of the OD-model do admit that, under the standard of proportional variety, certain losses sustained by competitors of a cartel should be compensable. However, the OD-model does not seek to protect or compensate competitors. Competitors’ acknowledged right to recover for certain harms sustained is purely instrumental, aiming at safeguarding the overall social welfare.

It is conceivable that under existing EC case law it may not be permitted to severe the damage award from the private harm in such a radical and far-reaching way that the OD-model prescribes.\(^{56}\) However, one need not on that account reject the OD-model when reflecting on the construction of an EC private antitrust enforcement system. The OD-model is useful in that it, by rigorously focusing on distinguishing the efficient outcomes of a conduct from the inefficient outcomes of the same conduct, provides a constructive approach for identifying compensable effects of anti-competitive conducts. The allocative inefficiency, “the little triangle” under the demand curve, is the essential and what shall be protected. The complexity lies in measurability and ability to prove. The fact that demand and output diagrams easily illustrate allocative inefficiencies is not of much help in quantifying concrete harms. Furthermore, the little triangle will not be of any help for proving the case of “customers” who are willing to pay the competitive price, but not the cartel price, and are thus forced either to buy less desirable substitute goods, or simply to reduce their total purchases.

\(^{56}\) ’The full effectiveness of Article [81] of the Treaty and, in particular, the practical effect of the prohibition laid down in Article [81(1)] would be put at risk if it were not open to any individual to claim damages for loss caused to him by a contract or by conduct liable to restrict or distort competition’ Courage v. Crehan, supra note 7 at § 26 (emphasis added).
Therefore, the wealth transfer and/or competitor's loss will in practice be the starting point of calculating damage awards. That shall be regarded as an imperfect substitute to the allocative inefficiency assessment, not as a rejection of the idea that it is the allocative efficiency that shall be protected.

3. Antitrust Damages and Passing-on

In section 2 an economic context was drawn up in which EC antitrust damages could be perceived. This section deals specifically with the passing-on problem. The first subsection presents the basic economics of passing-on. Legal responses to the passing-on problem are presented in subsections 3.2 and 3.2. In subsection 3.4 the OD-model is applied to the passing-on issue.

3.1 Economics of Passing-on

Since the production of goods or services frequently involves a number of intermediate firms, all upstream cost savings or increases are to a certain degree passed on to the downstream market. This phenomenon is called passing-on or pass-through and is relevant to various aspects of competition law, including efficiencies appraisal in merger control\(^{57}\) and in the application of art. 81.3 EC\(^{58}\). The pass-through dilemma for a damage claim analysis consists of determining the identity of those damaged and the extent of the damages. This is due to the fact that an upstream anti-competitive behaviour, such as price-fixing, is likely to spill-over into several markets, causing monetary injury in the production chain, before ultimately falling in part on the consumers. Tracing everyone who is damaged by anti-competitive behaviour and the extent of the damages is analogous to the problem in public finance theory of determining the impact of a tax or a subsidy.

When a government imposes a tax or subsidy on a consumer good, price usually does not rise or fall by the full amount of the tax or subsidy. The incidence of a tax or subsidy is usually split between producers and consumers. The fraction each group ends up paying or receiving

---

\(^{57}\) See the Commission Guidelines on the assessment of horizontal mergers under the Council Regulation on the control of concentrations between undertakings, [2004] O.J. C31/5, at §§ 79-84.

depends on the relative elasticities of supply and demand. FIGURE 3 illustrates the consequences of a specific tax, $T$, imposed regardless of whether the tax is collected from the producer or the purchaser. $P_0$ and $Q_0$ represent the market price and output before the tax is imposed. $P_b$ is the price the buyers pay, and $P_s$ is the net price that sellers receive after the tax is imposed. Basic economics teaches us that given a certain price, the demand curve indicates the quantity that buyers are willing to purchase. Similarly, given a certain price, the supply curve specifies the quantity that suppliers are willing to sell. Therefore, once the tax is imposed the new equilibrium will be where the market output, $Q_1$, corresponds to a price of $P_b$ on the demand curve, and a price of $P_s$ on the supply curve, such that the difference $P_b - P_s$ is equal to the tax, $T$.

![FIGURE 3 - Impact of a Tax When Demand is Very Inelastic Relative to Supply](image)

In FIGURE 3 it is obvious that the burden of the tax falls mostly on the buyers. This is due to the fact that the demand is relatively inelastic and supply is relatively elastic. Stated differently, it takes a relatively large increase in price to get buyers to reduce the demand by even a small amount, whereas only a small price decrease is needed to reduce the quantity sellers supply. FIGURE 4 shows the opposite case.

---

FIGURE 4 – Impact of a Tax When Demand is Very Elastic Relative to Supply

Consequently, by knowing the supply elasticity (Es) and the demand elasticity (Ed) one can predict who will bear the greatest burden of a tax. Mathematically the concept is expressed in the following equation: pass-through fraction for buyers = Es / ( Es - Ed ).

The same analysis can be applied to determine the burden of a production cost increase that an upstream cartel collusion imposes on its direct and indirect customers. The cartel and the overcharge are simply replaced for the government and the tax.

3.1.1 Passing-on in Monopoly Markets

The above reasoning, showing that pass-through fraction depends on supply and demand elasticity, is only valid under a competitive market. The pass-through fraction is different under a monopoly market. FIGURE 5 illustrate the standard textbook monopoly model. The monopolist has a horizontal marginal cost function (MC) and faces a linear, downward-sloping demand curve (D). Instead of setting competitive price (Pc) and output (Qc) where marginal cost equals demand, the monopolist maximizes its profits by setting monopoly price (Pm) and output (Qm) where marginal cost equals marginal revenue (MR). Now suppose that due to a cartel collusion in the upstream market (e.g. the price of an essential input is unlawfully inflated), the monopolist’s production cost increases by I, causing the MC curve moving up to MC1. The equation mentioned in the previous subsection would predict the pass-
through fraction to 1, i.e. the increase of production cost due to upstream cartel collusion would be entirely borne by the customers of the downstream monopolist (the indirect customers of the cartel).

FIGURE 5 – Cost Pass-Through by a Monopolist

This would have been true, as FIGURE 5 indicates, if the monopolist would have acted as if it was a price taker, i.e. always setting price and output where its marginal cost equals market demand (P_c and Q_c before the cost increase - P_cl and Q_cl after cost increase). However, being profit driven a monopolist will set price and output where its marginal cost curve intersects its marginal revenue curve (P_m and Q_m before the cost increase and P_mI and Q_mI afterwards). As illustrated in FIGURE 5, pass-through fraction will not be 1, since the price increase does not equal the cost increase (P_mI – P_m ≠ I). In fact the pass-through fraction will be 0.5, i.e. the cartels indirect customers bear half of the cost that the collusion imposed.\(^6\) The downstream monopolist’s harm due to upstream collusion is the difference between rectangle D-B-E-F and rectangle A-B-P_m-P_mI. Consequently, the rectangle A-B-P_m-P_mI represents the harm to the monopolist customers (the cartel’s indirect customers).

\(^6\) For mathematical proof of the exact calculation of fraction and how the figures change if the demand curve is not linear see microeconomic textbooks such as H.R. VARIAN, *Intermediate Microeconomics: A Modern Approach*, Norton, 1999.
3.1.2 Long-Run Effects of Pass-Through

A complete reasoning regarding the pass-through fraction must also take the time factor into account. In the long run, intermediate firms will adjust to the new conditions of higher input costs and lower sales. They might substitute against the overcharged factor of production. Substitution depends on technical characteristics of the industry. In general, the longer the overcharge persists, the easier will it be for the producers to overcome technical and practical obstacles. Consequently, as time passes the burden of the overcharge becomes smaller because less of the factor is used in the production, but a larger proportion of the remaining burden is borne by the ultimate consumers. Naturally, the short run perspective is more important because price-fixing conduct is most profitable during the time interval before direct and indirect customers can find substitutes.

3.2 Legal Response to Passing-on in the US

Two Supreme Court rulings, the first in 1968 in *Hanover Shoe*, the second in 1977 in *Illinois Brick*, have reduced the potential complexity of damages claims. In the *Hanover Shoe* ruling the Supreme Court disallowed the defensive use of pass-through on the argument that failing to prevent it would unduly lengthen and complicate antitrust cases and disperse private incentives to seek injury recovery. As a result, irrespective of the question to what extent the direct purchaser indeed incurred any damages, by *Hanover Shoe* it is entitled to ask the defendant’s overcharge. In the 1977 *Illinois Brick* decision the Supreme Court created a legal symmetry by also rejecting any offensive use of the passing-on argument. The plaintiff was denied compensation and the precedent was set that only direct purchasers of antitrust violators can sue for damages. The prime legal argument for denying indirect purchasers standing to sue in *Illinois Brick* relates to a multiple liability problem created by *Hanover Shoe*. Since the direct purchaser is entitled to the full overcharge by the latter standard, allowing indirect purchasers to sue for further money as well would effectively multiply the total liability of the defendant far over the appropriate deterrence level.

---


3.3 Legal Response to Passing-on in the EC

From the author’s point of view, there exists no legal response yet to the question of passing-on antitrust damages in the Community. None of the Member States has any antitrust case law concerning the indirect purchaser’s right to damages, and only three have antitrust case law where the passing-on defence has been dealt with. Under most of the Members States' national laws damages in general have a restitutive–compensatory function. Presumably, criminal laws serve as deterrence tools. Unless some sort of guidelines or policy choices are provided, either by the judicial or the legislative arm of the Community, national courts will most probably use analogy and apply general principles of their national tort laws when they have to deal with passing-on of antitrust damages. Accordingly, this implies that, currently, offensive as well as defensive passing-on would de facto be accepted in the national courts of the Community.

However, it is submitted that there exists a fundamental difference between smashing a car window and charging unlawfully inflated prices. In the former situation an actual monetary damage occurs, which must be repaired by the mandatory transfer of assets from the offender to the victim. In the latter case, apart from the dead-weigh loss, no actual loss occurs, instead assets are re-allocated. Therefore, as explained at length above, a restitutive-compensatory approach to antitrust damages is not appropriate.

The ECJ has in several proceedings regarding unlawful taxes and administrative charges touched upon the concept of passing-on. In these cases the Court has accepted the defendants’ (Member States and the Community) ability to invoke the principle of “unjust enrichment”. By invoking the principle of unjust enrichment the defendants sought to avoid repaying unlawfully collected taxes and administrative charges that the plaintiffs had passed through to ultimate consumers.

---

65 Study on the conditions of claims for damages in case of infringement of EC competition rules, supra note 5, pp.78-79.
66 Ibid., 77.
67 See supra, Section 2, Rationale for Antitrust Damages.
The interesting question is whether the ECJ will follow the US antitrust approach to the problem of passing-on in antitrust private litigations when it has not done so in litigation against the Community and its Member States. As to the Hanover Shoe rule, AG van Gerven has argued that EC case law implies that the passing-on theory is available for defensive use under EC antitrust laws.\(^6\) Jones and Wahl disagree with the view of the Advocate-General and claim that there are no legal barriers for the ECJ to forbid passing-on defence in antitrust litigations.\(^7\) Jones states, with the support of Wahl, that existing EC case law on passing-on is not of any relevance to the antitrust field.\(^8\) They claim that applying the passing-on defence in cases when the plaintiff is recovering unlawfully paid taxes is accurate, since compensation is the one and only purpose of such actions. In antitrust law however, they argue, the effectiveness of EC antitrust law must prevail.

With respect to the Illinois Brick rule, Wahl and Jones disagree. Jones claims that an adoption of this rule is incompatible with EC law in that EC antitrust law does not permit the same severe limitation of locus standi as does US law.\(^9\) Furthermore, Jones states, an imported Illinois Brick rule would result in an intolerable disparity between the scope of the remedy and the substance of directly effective rights under EC antitrust laws.\(^10\) Wahl, in favour of a similar legal symmetry as developed by the US Supreme Court, does not see any contradiction between the direct effect of a rule and the limitation of locus standi as long as the effectiveness of EC law is preserved.\(^11\)

### 3.4 Optimal Deterrence Debate and Passing-on

Given the inherent dynamism of EC case law, it is conceivable that if the ECJ ever rules on the question of passing-on in an antitrust damages claim, the judgment will be based more on policy consideration and less on austere application of law. Therefore, one may disregard the diverse analyses – provided by van Gerven, Jones, Temple Lang and Wahl – of what outcome current EC law principles imply and instead turn back to the above described OD-model for an alternative reasoning.

---

\(^6\) Opinion of AG van GERVEN, supra note 11.
\(^7\) WAHL, supra note 11, pp.366-369, JONES, supra note 11, p.195.
\(^8\) JONES supra note 11, p.196, WAHL, supra note 11, p.242.
\(^10\) JONES supra note 11, pp.192-193.
\(^11\) WAHL, supra note 11, pp.241-245.
The *Hanover Shoe* and *Illinois Brick* pair of rulings has been heavily debated at length in the US.\(^7^5\) In particular a great deal of hostility exists towards the *Illinois Brick* ruling and legislation to repeal *Illinois Brick* has been passed in a number of federal states.\(^7^6\) While those who see antitrust solely in terms of economic efficiency tend to approve *Illinois Brick*, those who are concerned with compensating victims generally disapprove. Exponents of the OD-model have, not surprisingly, defended both rulings on economic grounds. In line with what later on would be developed as the OD-model, Landes and Posner show little concern as to the equity argument that ultimate customers (i.e. those who suffer the net harm in contrast to direct customers who pass through a certain fraction of the harm) should be entitled to claim damages. They emphasize the deterrence impact of the passing-on rulings:

“[t]he most important consideration from the standpoint of deterrence is not who receives the proceeds of any judgment levied against the antitrust violator, but that there be adequate incentives to bring suit and prosecute it to judgment.”\(^7^7\)

They argue that even if end-consumers are those ultimately harmed, their purchases may be small and their incentives and resources to sue for damages limited compared to direct purchasers. Further, they stress that direct purchasers typically have superior information on the effects of any anti-competitive acts of their suppliers, which also enhances deterrence. Finally, Landes and Posner also argue, in line with Becker’s economic theory of enforcement, that the social costs of litigations must be taken into consideration. From that perspective it makes sense to put all monetary incentives with the direct purchaser, since that is likely to reduce transaction costs compared to a situation with many fragmented indirect cases. Also, any costs involved in coordinating class action suits must be reduced when the incentive to file a private damages claim is placed in a single hand. Moreover, tracing everyone who is damaged by anti-competitive behaviour and calculating the extent of individualized damages in all submarkets would require courts to perform multiple, long and complicated analyses involving a large number of interested parties, which would be prohibitively costly.


\(^7^7\) LANDES & POSNER, (1979) *supra* note 75, p.608. (footnote omitted)
As far as the author is aware, there exist no unchallenged studies that in a reliable manner show whether there is a structural break in antitrust litigations after *Hanover Shoe* and *Illinois Brick*. Stated differently, excluding all factors but the prohibitions of using passing-on theory for offensive as well as for defensive purpose, has antitrust litigations increased or decreased? Scholars of contrary opinions tend to make references to different studies that only verify the firm beliefs of the scholar who referred to it. One must therefore conclude that the empirical approach to the theory of antitrust passing-on remains inconclusive.

An interesting contribution to the theory and debate of pass-through problematic in antitrust law has been put forward recently. The hypothesis, called “Illinois Walls”, accepts the potential of the *Illinois Brick* rule to reduce the costs of legal procedures and increase private incentives to bring anti-competitive practices to light. Nevertheless, it claims having identified a potential anti-competitive effect of the same ruling. The authors construct a model and study circumstances under which firms may use *Illinois Brick* to put up an “Illinois Wall” in order to shield themselves from private damages claims. They find that the *Illinois Brick* rule may facilitate upstream firms in engaging horizontally in a collusive arrangement, with concealed side-payments to their direct purchasers that discourage them from filing suit. An example is given of such an ‘Illinois Wall’, in which downstream firms are given part of the upstream cartel profits through a symmetric rationing of their inputs at low prices.

> “By symmetrically selling to each of the downstream firms only a limited amount of inputs, the cartel creates a scarcity on the market for final consumer products that is beneficial to the downstream firms, yet creates a consumer detriment.”

Consequently, the authors call for an empirical study of the matter in order to find out whether the Illinois Walls theory corresponds to the real world.

### 4. Conclusions and Final Remarks

If one attributes antitrust law the objective of corrective justice, as might be done *de facto* by national courts when applying general principles of national tort law on antitrust cases, one

---

78 See e.g. Jones who refers to a study of Sarris where it is submitted that direct purchasers do not have incentive to sue cartels and break up a “cosy” business relationship, JONES, supra note 11, p.197. Cf. Wahl who refers to studies that “proves” inefficient enforcement in those US states where the Illinois Brick rule has been repealed, WAHL, supra note 11, p.312 n.16.


80 Ibid, p.5.
faces severe problems in calculating and awarding actual damages awards. Basic economics implies that price-fixing conduct in one market does not solely harm the actors in the subsequent downstream market. The surge of the anti-competitive behaviour inflicts harm upon actors in an indeterminable number of submarkets. The net effect varies depending on the time scope, the nature of competition in the downstream markets and on the proportion of demand-supply elasticity in those markets. It is a nearly impossible task to accurately identify, at reasonable cost, the “righteous” victims and the inflicted harm upon them respectively.

The reality of the economics of passing-on involves fewer problems for those who perceive antitrust law and enforcement as a deterrence tool in order to enhance overall social efficiency. Such an approach has been the starting point of this article. Accordingly, this article considers the passing-on problematic in light of the OD-model reasoning. Since the optimal deterrence approach disregards the issues of equity and righteousness, it tackles the passing-on problematic by accepting any solution whatsoever that is liable to maximize deterrence and the effectiveness of antitrust enforcement. It is assumed, but not proven due to lack of conclusive empirical studies, that the prohibition of using offensive as well as defensive passing-on arguments is the most effective solution.

This is however not a new way of thinking in the academic debate on EC law. Already in 1981, Bernard Rudden and William Bishop criticized the ECJ for admitting the passing-on argument in cases regarding unlawfully collected taxes and administrative charges.\textsuperscript{81} Similar to the line of arguments presented above, they based their criticism on deterrence theory and on the desirability of reducing adjudication costs.

A decade ago professor Hovenkamp wrote: “Today the most important debate about the basic principles in antitrust is between those who believe that allocative efficiency should be the exclusive goal of the antitrust laws and those who believe that antitrust policy should consider certain competing values”.\textsuperscript{82} The future Community approach towards the passing-on question will have a decisive impact on the basic principles of EC competition policy. If efficiency, overall social welfare and minimum transfer costs are to determine competition policy, then it is submitted that the Community must take initiatives to follow the symmetry

\textsuperscript{81} RUDDEN & BISHOP, supra note 61, p.255-256.

of the passing-on solution adopted under US law. If corrective justice and the solicitude for small and medium sized enterprises are to prevail, then at least offensive, but arguably also defensive, passing-on should be encouraged.